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A common problem in multivariate analysis is that of minimizing a scalar 
function 4 of a positive semidefinite matrix A subject possibly to AX = 0. 
In this paper it is suggested to replace A by B’B, where B is allowed to vary 
freely, subject possibly to BX = 0. 
1. INTRODLJCTI~N 
Calvert and Seber’s [3] paper is of importance because it gives the fundamental 
theory for treating the general class of problems studied. This note is motivated 
by the wish to show a practical and easy way out of the difficulty created by the 
required positive semidefiniteness of the argument matrix. It is suggested to 
replace the argument matrix A by B’B, which by its nature is positive semi- 
definite and then to proceed by varying B. B is then, of course, subjected to the 
constraint BX = 0, where A was subjected to the constraint AX = 0. It is 
then fully legitimate to apply the standard procedures of matrix differential 
calculus; cf. Dwyer [4] and Neudecker [5]. We refer to Benavie [2] for optimality 
conditions. We shall examine the same problems Calvert and Seber used in order 
to demonstrate their approach. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
2.1 (see [6]). Minimize 2 tr A2 + (1 - tr A)2 with respect to positive 
semidefinite A subject to AX = 0. X is an (n, p) matrix of rank p. We replace 
A by B’B and define the Lagrangian function 
4 = 2 tr(B’B)2 f (1 - tr B’B)2 - tr LBX, 
where L is a Lagrange matrix multiplier. 
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Necessary for a minimum is 
0 = d4 = tr(8B’BB’ - 4(1 - tr B’B)B’ - XL) dB - tr BXdL. 
This leads to the first-order conditions 
8B’BB - 4(1 - tr B’B) B’ = XL, 
BX=O. 
(1) 
(2) 
We premultiply (1) by X and conclude that L = 0. We rewrite (1): 
B’BB’ = i-(1 - tr B’) B’. (3) 
Hence 
(B’B)2 = I/cB’B, where c = 2/(1 - tr B’B). (4) 
Thus cB’B is (symmetric) idempotent. Let its rank be 4. By (2), 4 < n - p. 
Further 2 tr(B’B)a + (1 - tr B’B)2 = 2/(2 + q), because of the idempotency. 
Given the minimization requirement q = n - p, define P = I - cB’B. 
P is then (symmetric) idempotent with rank p. By (2) 
PX(x’X)-i = x(x,x)-*, 
where X(X’X)-s is an (n, p)-matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of P associated 
with the p unit eigenvalues. Hence 
Finally, 
P = X(X’X)-lx,. (5) 
A=B’B=l/(n-p+2)iki-, (6) 
where M = I - X(X’X)-lx’. It is easy to see that 2 tr A*2 + (1 - tr A*)2 = 
2 tr A2 + (1 - tr A)2 + 2 tr Qa + (tr Q)a = 2 tr A2 + (1 - tr A)” + 2 tr QQ’ + 
(tr Q)” > 2 tr A3 + (1 - tr A)2, for any symmetric A* = A + Q such that 
A*X = 0. (It follows that QX = 0 and QA = (l/(n - p + 2))Q). 
Hence we have found a global minimum. 
2.2 (see [l]). M inimize -QnloglVl+itrV(Y--0)‘(Y--6) with 
respect to C and positive definite V, where 6’ = XC.1 X is an (n, p)-matrix of 
rank p, C is a (p, K)-matrix. It is assumed that n > K + p. Again let 1M = 
I - X(X’X)-lx’. We define the function 
# = -&z log 1 B’B 1 + & tr B’B( Y - XC)‘{ Y - XC) 
= --n log ] B 1 + + tr B’B( Y - XC)‘( Y - XC), 
1 The authors use B instead of C. 
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which has to be unconditionally minimized with respect to B and C. Necessary 
for a minimum is 
0 = d# = --n tr B-ldB + tr( Y - XC)‘( Y - XC)B’dB - tr B’B( Y - XC)‘XdC. 
This leads to the first-order conditions: 
nB-l = (Y - XC)‘(Y - XC)B’, 
B’B( Y - XC)‘X = 0. 
Equation (8) implies 
c = (x,X)-1XY. 
Equation (7) implies 
V-l = (B’B)-l = (1 /n)(Y - XC)‘( Y - XC) = 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(I/n) Y’MY. (10) = 
Y’MY will be nonsingular with probability one, given that n > K + p. Second- 
order conditions are conveniently expressed in terms of V. We write: 
C$ = --$I log 1 V 1 + 4 tr V( Y - XC)‘( Y - XC), 
d+ = --in tr I/‘-ldY + 4 tr(Y - XC)‘(Y - XC) dV - tr V( Y - XC)‘XdC, 
d2+ = &n tr V-l(dV) V-l dV - 2 tr(Y - XC)‘XdCdV + tr V(dC)‘X’XdC 
- in tr V-l d2V + 4 tr(Y - XC)‘(Y - XC) d2V, 
zzz $z tr V-*(dY)V-l(dV)V-* + tr V+(dC)‘X’X(dC)V* in the extremum. 
(11) 
The first term, a quadratic form in dV is nonnegative as tr V-*(dV) I/-l(dV) V-i 
is nonnegative. (dV = 0 is a possibility if dB # 0, because of the relationship 
dV = (dB)‘B + B’dB.) The second term is a quadratic form in dC, which is 
positive for nonzero dC. Hence d2$ > 0 for all nonzero dB and dC, in the 
extremum. A local minimum has thus been found. 
APPENDIX 
If the argument matrix is symmetric only, neither Calvert and Seber’s nor our 
procedure works. The The&Schweitzer problem, which in its original wording 
does not require A to be positive semidefinite, can be solved, however, rather 
easily as follows. Start from 
d, = 2 tr A2 + (1 - tr A)2 - tr L*AX, 
where L* is an appropriate Langrange matrix multiplier. 
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&/aA is now equal to 4A - 2( 1 - tr A)1 - XL” + [4A - 2(1 - tr A)1 - 
XL*]’ - diag[4A - 2(1 - tr A)1 - XL*]. It is clear that @/aA = 0 is 
equivalent to 
4A - 2(1 - tr A)I - XL* + [4A - 2(1 - tr A)1 - XL*]’ : 
We can now formulate as necessary conditions for a minimum: 
8A - 4(1 - tr A)I - (XL* + L*‘X’) = 0 
and 
AX=O, 
from which follows 
A2 = &(l - tr A)A. 
An alternative approach incorporates the symmetry constaint A 
take then 
~=2trA2+(1-trA)2-trN(A-A’)-trLAX, 
from which follow the first-order conditions 
4A-2(1-trA)I-((N-N’)=XL, 
A = A’, 
AX=O. 
Equation (15) leads to 
8A - 4(1 - tr A)1 = XL + L’X’. 
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